Neutrino Detector operated in space.
What new science can be done, how can we do it with an
unshielded detector.
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Neutrino Intensity can
change dramatically with
distance from the Sun as
1/r2.
at 7 solar radii where NASA Parker
Space probe currently orbits that is
1000x more than on Earth
at 3 solar radii where NASA thinks it
can work that would be 10,000x more
neutrinos than at Earth.

Unique Science with Neutrino Space Detector.
Heliophysics
1. Closer to Sun for rare fusion neutrinos
2. Off the ecliptic plan for polar orbit view
3. Measure size of fusion core
4. Dark matter trapped in core of Sun displacing fusion
Particle Physics
1. Observe electron neutrino disappearance vs distance as space craft
enters and leaves coherent/de-coherent transition.

Solar Fusion and location using Solar Model

Study Solar Nuclear Core:

• By going close to the Sun it not only
increases the neutrino flux and
improves the signal to noise ratio,
but allows a platform for new
Science studying neutrino transition
between coherent and de-coherent.
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• Science:
• Rare neutrino fusion and better
understand of current fusion neutrino
processes.
• At Earth the neutrino oscillations are
coherent, but closer than 35 solar radii
solar neutrino flavors are incoherent,
changing their ratio to each other with
distance from the sources

A double delayed coincidence can operate unshielded in space.

Monte-Carlo simulation of neutrino
interaction, galactic cosmic and gamma
ray backgrounds mixed with proper ratio
and then reconstructed looking for
double delayed coincidence with 2nd
pulse having a signature energy. This had
10% fake events and the reconstruction
shows expected half-life decay curve.

Gravitational Lensing of Galactic Core
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For Light the gravitational
focus is 550 to 700 AU.
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Hubble has some nice images of accidental
alignment:

Gravitational Lensing

Galactic
Core
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Sun

Neutrinos have mass their Neutrino
Gravitational Focus is much closer,
20 to 45 AU.
Rough estimate is 800x to 8000x solar
neutrino rate at Earth for Stellar Galactic
core.

Using the 2nd brightest neutrino source in sky, the galactic core
and Neutrino Grava tonal Focus here is a simulation of 500 kg
neutrino detector as it moves away from Earth opposite the
galactic core.
Science goals:
Image galactic core in
neutrinos, stellar fusion
and high energy accretion
disks.
Use the location of
neutrino gravitational
focus to measure mass of
electron neutrino.

Conclusion:
• There is unique new science that can be done
•
•
•
•

Close to Sun to better understand Heliophysics
Particle physics of coherent/de-coherent transition
Dark matter in core of Sun
At galactic focus of the Neutrino Gradational Focus

• A detection method was developed and lab tests are under
way

